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SMALLER COUNCILS COMMITTEE NOMINATION FORM 

Candidates should complete the nomination form by 8 November 2019 and send 
it to NALC at nalccommittees@nalc.gov.uk. 

Title 

First name 

Surname 

Home address 

Contact number 

Email address 

County association 

Council name 

Precept 

Electorate 

Explain why you are standing for this position (250 words max) 
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Please outline three key achievements, skills or experiences that are relevant 
to the position applied for (250 words max each) 

Declaration 

I declare that to the best of my knowledge the information given on this form is 
correct and can be copied and distributed to other NALC members. 

Signature 

Date 

© NALC 2019 


	Title: Cllr
	First name: Robert
	Surname: Grainger
	Home address: 
	Contact number: 
	Email address: 
	County association: Warwickshire 
	Council name: Wolston Parish Council
	Precept: £93,820
	Electorate: 2,150
	Signature: 
	Date: 7 November 2019
	Explain why you are standing for this position 250 words maxRow1: I was asked by my County Officer in 2017 whether I would be willing to propose myself for membership of the SCC - he explained that he felt that I had the necessary background and confidence to make a strong case on behalf of the smaller councils. I applied and was subsequently elected.I was brought up with a very strong sense of community values and have found the experience of the last two years as a member of the SCC to have been most rewarding and enlightening, and value greatly the ability that the Committee provides for representatives of Parish and Town Councils to have a real voice at national level. As these bodies are numerically and financially in the majority for local councils in membership of NALC the SCC represents an important balance against the weight and needs of the larger local authorities. I understand the aspirations and governance requirements of these larger authorities but am also aware that these do not necessarily provide a framework that is fully ’fit for purpose’ for the smaller mainly volunteer organisations that compromise the majority of Town and Parish Councils.I am deeply committed to supporting the work of the Smaller Councils Committee and put myself forward for re-election as I believe that I can usefully contribute to developing further the work that we have already started.
	1: Internal Governance:I was uncomfortable with the internal governance protocols and processes used by our Parish Council and felt that undue reliance was being placed on the report of the internal auditor, which appeared mainly to just check whether the accounts balanced. I worked with our new Clerk to develop a comprehensive finance workbook which, although simple to use, includes a number of checks as verification of the internal processes.I then updated the PC Financial Procedures and Standing Orders based on the NALC templates and worked with the Clerk to ensure that the processes required are properly described and that matching controls are in place and working, with a quarterly sign off by two Councillors.In support of this I attended a two day ‘Internal Auditor’ training course organised by our County Association and led by two experienced and practical internal auditors. This course focussed on the internal processes and controls which a Town or Parish Council needs to implement to have an effective system of internal governance in place, and I have since worked with the Clerk and Councillors to ensure that these systems are actually in place and functioning effectively.This work pre-dated the Redmond review and allowed me to make informed comments against the review’s call for evidence. 
	2: Project Management:I have successfully led a number of projects on behalf of the Parish Council, the two most recent being to replace our obsolete CCTV system and an upgrade a sports pavilion, both currently underway. These were both complex projects, especially that relating to the CCTV.I had initially thought that to replace an old CCTV system with a new one with a few additional cameras would be a relatively simple task. However the complexity of putting together a specification against which the PC could invite formal bids, and the difficulty of identifying contractors that were able to demonstrate that they were suitably qualified and met the standards required by the Home Office and the ICO became a difficult, lengthy and at times extremely frustrating process.Work to upgrade the sports pavilion required a design feasibility study to 1) identify the needs of users and then 2) work in conjunction with the Football Foundation to evolve a design that met the requirements of the Foundation and thus be eligible for grant support and 3) was financially viable for the Parish Council. This work is underway.These instances are identified as examples of difficult projects that needed to meet the needs of both multiple users and a number of external governing bodies, in much the same way that work undertaken by the SCC needs to identify and meet user needs and at the same time be in conformance with external governance. 
	3: Social Prescribing:This project, introduced at a national level by the NHS, is being rolled out across England and Wales in an attempt to identify and, where appropriate, provide non-medical solutions to patients who present at their GP. On behalf of our community, and as a member of our GP surgery ‘Patient Participation Group’, I am liaising with our CCG Social Prescribing ‘Focal Point’ and newly appointed ‘Link Workers’ to act as their initial contact with organisations within our village who may be willing and able to provide support for ‘patients’ referred to them. While part of this work is to examine the feasibility of establishing a ‘Men in Sheds’ in our community the base idea is much wider and seeks to provide community support for those who are lonely or seek motivation to ’get out of the house’. The pilot projects have proved very successful with 94% of those who are referred by a Social Prescriber reporting back that their experience was very beneficial and that they would recommend it to others. I have applied for grant funding from our annual County Councillors grant fund to help to pay for publicity for the scheme. This work also complements the recently published NALC / LGA guide ’Reaching Out’ on tackling loneliness.


